The impetus for this volume arose out of two different but related events I
experienced a few years ago. The first occurred while reading Alma 44, in which Captain
Moroni, having brokered a temporary ceasefire following a decisive victory in battle,
begins to explain to Zerahemnah the reasons for the Nephite success: “And now,
Zerahemnah, I command you, in the name of that all-powerful God, who has
strengthened our arms that we have gained power over you, by our faith, by our religion,
and by our rites of worship” (v. 5; emphasis added). It struck me then, and still does
today, that Moroni saw the rites of his religion as an inherently positive, even enhancing
aspect of his life. What also struck me was the way in which the word rite was used in a
positive manner in the modern translation.
This last observation is important because some months later, while teaching a
temple preparation class, I asked the class what their general perception was concerning
the words ritual and ritualistic, two terms derived directly from rite. Each class member
expressed unease with those terms, viewing them as negative expressions that hinted at
dark, profane acts, though the terms themselves mean nothing of the sort. The term rite,
from which ritual and ritualistic stem, simply means “with correct religious procedure; in
the manner required, properly, duly, correctly, rightly, fittingly”i and perhaps originally
meant something even more simple—“to number, to count.”ii By these definitions, the
terms describe perfectly an array of spiritual and religious experiences and practices
within our church. Yet we are uneasy with the terms ourselves, no doubt in part because
of the claim found throughout anti-Mormon literature that we are “ritualistic” or filled

with “rites.”iii Instead we use another, more neutral term, ordinance, which can refer to
both acts and beliefs, thereby diluting the more negative connotations of ritual.iv
To be fair, our church is not the only one in which ritual is understood by those
who are outside of it as a negative qualification. Catholics are also confronted with this
perspective. In fact, during the nineteenth century, some who wrote about The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and its membership grouped the Church with
Catholicism as non-Christian.v So why do these terms have such negative baggage?
While the answer to this question could take up a book by itself, two aspects may
enlighten.
The first aspect is a lack of consensus among scholars as to what exactly a ritual
is.vi In the past, ritual has simply been understood as religious practice, but it is now
recognized as a genre of action that spans both religious and secular spheres, including
politics, education, and even sports. Though a general understanding of ritual as a
prescribed, physical act that has been incorporated into society for social purposes seems
to be accepted, this understanding is extremely vague and is open to a variety of
applications.vii This uncertainty as to what constitutes a ritual experience may, in turn,
create hesitancy in discussions because such an ambiguous subject matter runs the risk of
offense. Better to avoid it at all costs than to offend.
This tension between actual ritual practice and being labeled as such by others
reflects the unease with which ritual has been understood since the Greco-Roman period
when the ritual behavior of the foreigner or the barbarian was contrasted with the proper
rites within the true society.viii This, in turn, reflects an almost intuitive understanding that
ritual, particularly religious ritual, has power to define what and where one is within the

cosmos. Thus ritual becomes ambiguous in meaning. It may be viewed as creative by
providing the means by which an individual, or community, can maintain or further
expand the cosmos or as chaotic, threatening to overwhelm the established order. Though
persecution against The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints commenced as early
as 1830, the description of the Church as one that practiced negative “rites” or “rituals” or
was “ritualistic” did not start until it began to perform the temple rituals revealed by
Joseph Smith and then migrated as a people to the West. Both of these solidified the
Church as Other and therefore a threat that hovered on the edge of civilization; that the
rites themselves were somewhat similar to other rites already known (Catholicism and
Masonry in particular) only made the fear worse. Thus, Mormonism became the subject
of congressional inquiry, fictional sensationalism, and it entered into the public
imagination as a distant group that threatened the moral structure of “true” society.ix
The second aspect affecting our understanding of ritual was the Protestant
Reformation.x The Protestant Reformation arose out concerns over abuses, actual and
perceived, perpetuated by the Catholic Church in the availability and use of the ritualized
sacred experience, or the sacraments.xi Because the Catholic Church claimed that it was
invested with divine authority, it also laid claim to being the sole power over the
performance and participation of the sacraments, the rituals that bound the good member
to both God and church. As the church grew and consolidated its immense power, it
appeared that some began to use the rituals of the church for personal gain. Beginning
with Martin Luther, individuals began to catalogue the abuses that Catholic authority
enacted in the ritual life of the laity. Following Luther’s lead, these criticisms emphasized
the personal, individual relationship that one could have with God, concentrating on the

inner dimension, and thus discounted the outward, ritualized nature of Christianity, in
some cases considering the sacred rituals as either diversions or outright frauds
perpetrated by the church.xii
This negative view towards formalized religious acts within Christianity was then
transferred to the description of pagan acts witnessed by Europeans during the
colonization efforts. Like the Catholic traditions, these pagan acts were understood as less
enlightened (though ironically, much of our descriptions of this pagan behavior came
from Catholic priests) and primitive.xiii By the late nineteenth to early twentieth century,
the term ritual was used in secular, scholastic studies to describe “primitive” or “bloody”
worship practices of native, non-European cultures by the pioneers of anthropology and
modern religious studies.xiv Thus, by the twentieth century, the word ritual was
associated with the negative image of religious abuse, arising out of the Protestant
Reformation, and “uncivilized” behavior, coming from the birth of modern
anthropology.xv Yet the irony is that even as Protestant scholars and religious leaders
spoke out against the excesses of “ritual,” they themselves were engaged in ritualized
acts, the Protestant Reformation merely substituting one set of formal ritualized acts with
other less formal, though no less ritualistic, acts to replace them.xvi
It is in this tension between implicit social construction of the terms and
Protestant criticism that the true Church of Jesus Christ was restored, which brought not
only doctrines long lost or distorted but also an entire body of ritual activities, including
some familiar activities and others completely new.xvii These renewals and restorations
brought again to the forefront the role of authority, for ritual only has efficacy if the
practitioners have the authority to make the acts valid and recognized. Yet the

Restoration not only brought about the actual practices themselves but also revelation on
the value of ritual. Doctrine and Covenants 84, in particular, reveals that, “[This]
priesthood administereth the gospel and holdeth the key of the mysteries of the kingdom,
even the key of the knowledge of God. Therefore in the ordinances thereof, the power of
godliness is manifest. And without the ordinances thereof, and the authority of the
priesthood, the power of godliness is not manifest unto men in the flesh” (vv. 19–21).
As these verses suggest, there is a relationship between the performance of
priesthood ordinances (or rituals)xviii and the expression (or manifestation) of the power
of godliness. The importance of godliness is revealed in the next verses, which state that
without godliness no one can see God and live. Therefore, one of the plain and precious
truths revealed in this dispensation is the importance of godliness, and thus of ritual, to
receiving the fullness of God’s glory.
The term godliness is found twenty-two times in the scriptures, the majority
(fifteen) of instances in the New Testament. Perhaps the most familiar reference for
Latter-day Saints is 2 Timothy 3:2–5, which describes the general condition of man in the
last days: “men shall be lovers of their own selves, . . . without natural affection . . . [and]
having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof.” In these references, godliness
does not appear to serve as a synonym for the power of God but is instead the correct or
proper way of interacting with the divine from the mortal perspective and thus refers to
the interactive nature of the mortal-divine relationship, even the embodying of that
relationship.xix In other words, it is a state that a mortal must achieve in order to interact
with divinity. Thus, if one is to be transformed to enter into the divine social state, or
receive exaltation, the power of godliness must be made manifest in him, and this

manifestation, or awareness, according to Doctrine and Covenants 84:20, is found in the
ordinances of the gospel under the authority of the priesthood.xx
The Prophet Joseph Smith further elaborated on the relationship between the
ordinances and acquisition of divine knowledge elsewhere, suggesting that ritual was tied
directly to revelation:
Reading the experience of others, or the revelation given to them, can
never give us a comprehensive view of our condition and true relation to
God. Knowledge of these things can only be obtained by experience
through the ordinances of God set forth for that purpose. Could you gaze
into heaven five minutes, you would know more than you would by
reading all that ever was written on the subject. . . . I assure the Saints that
truth, in reference to these matters [plan of salvation], can and may be
known through the revelations of God in the way of his ordinances, and in
answer to prayer.xxi
This statement, coupled with the revelation in section 84, suggests that ritual is
indispensible to both the reception of divine revelation and personal communion with
God. Thus ritual is more than simply a symbolic system but is an actual experience
necessary for complete salvation. Why formalized physical acts known as ritual would be
indispensable is not answered in the scriptures, though there is growing evidence that
ritual can make the body more conducive to certain spiritual experiences.xxii However
ritual does it, it is clear that Captain Moroni understood that there was power inherent in
the rites of his worship.xxiii
It is in this spirit that this volume was compiled, for ritual plays a fundamental
role in the Latter-day Saint experience, coinciding with the unique doctrines restored in
this dispensation. Indeed, these two elements of our faith cannot be separated from one
another, a fact recognized by noted ritual scholar Ronald Grimes: “No one can accuse the
Mormons of being ritually flat or theologically shy.”xxiv

Though the authors of each piece in this volume come from difference areas of
specialty, they all sought to describe some aspect of Latter-day Saint ritual experience.
Most of the rituals described within will be familiar to the practicing Latter-day Saint,
though the manner they have been approached may be new. The overall structure begins
with two pieces that introduce the reader to general approaches of ritual study. Wouter
Van Beek looks at the varied ways in which man has sought to find meaning in ritual and
acquaints the reader with the “meaningless” of ritual, or the contemplative state that ritual
makes possible. He is followed by John Hoffman’s study, which provides a sociological
perspective while at the same time examining the intersection between the ordinances
associated with work for the dead and the veneration of one’s deceased in Japanese
Shintoism.
The chapters then follow a general chronological trajectory beginning with the
ancient Near East and working towards our modern era. Ronan Head begins this
trajectory by reviewing the ritual nature of feasting leading to a recognition of the
sacrament as feast. We then have Michael Rhodes, who presents “sealing” practices in
his discussion on the eternal nature of families in ancient Egypt. His article is then
followed by two that discuss rituals found in the Old Testament. RoseAnn Benson
discusses the role of ritual in the marriage covenant of Adam and Eve, while Alonzo
Gaskill explores the relationship between covenants and rites associated with footwear as
described in the Old Testament.
From there we move to the New Testament, where our first article is from
Stephen Ricks, who looks at the ordinance of baptism from a comparative approach
within Judaism and Early Christianity. Gaye Strathearn continues a longstanding tradition

of Latter-day Saint scholarship by exploring the similarities between the temple
ordinances and a series of rites described in the Gnostic text the Gospel of Philip. Finally,
my own study examines the rite of dusting of feet, beginning from its ancient antecedents
to the manner in which it is understood today in contemporary missionary work, while at
the same time trying to establish a methodology by which further ritual study can be
approached.
Picking up where my article leaves off, the next section is concerned with modern
Latter-day Saint ritual behavior. Aaron Reeves looks at the significance of ordaining by
the laying on of hands within a theological foundation of belonging established by Joseph
Smith, while Jonathan Stapley reviews the history of Latter-day Saint healing rites in all
their variations. Next Megan Jones describes the defining nature of Mormon pageantry in
terms of both our relationship to our history and to the world around us. Michael Ing’s
paper focuses on the understanding of ritual within the traditions of Buddhism. And
Jennifer Brinkerhoff’s article explores both the challenges and wonder that our church
may experience in terms of ritual as we continue to grow, especially among non-Western
traditions, by examining the significance of the Buna coffee ritual among Ethiopian
women and its place among Latter-day Saint Ethiopian women. The volume concludes
with a reflective essay by Robert Millet which describes the importance of salvific
ordinances, ordinances of comfort, and personal sacraments in our salvation and
exaltation.
In each study, the author has sought to demonstrate the richness of ritual practice
within our faith—past, present, and future. As stated earlier, many of the studies explore
rituals or ordinances that we are familiar with, such as baptism, ordination, temple rites,

and so forth, yet we are aware that there are other ordinances that could have been
discussed. We hope this does not deter you the reader; but instead that this volume acts as
an invitation to your own personal contemplation on the profound role ritual has within
our church, and in so doing, come to recognize for yourself the transforming power of
our rites of worship.
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